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Diary of a bat carer 2014
1n June this year Soggy Sabiniarz
took over bat care, initially for a
couple of weeks but soon took on
the mantle fu time
Here is her account of a very busy
season
10th June 2014 - Well if Simon has
two children, a couple of dogs, a cat
and works shifts, of course I can take
over the bat care whilst he is on
holiday . . . . . . . Famous last words!!!
19th June – Simon starts his holiday
for two weeks. My phone did not
ring once the first week but rang
every day and up to three times a
day and more at weekend. This
season’s pups had been born and
were mobile.

.
28th June - the first of the pups to
come into care. =“Tiddles” (from
Tiddenfoot) weighing in at only 2g,
riddled with mites and tiny (too
young to identify the species) a
regime of four hourly feeds started.
This meant the bat coming to work
with me and sitting under my desk.
It is a good job I work for a
conservation organisation that lets
you bring your bats to work!
1st July - female common Pipistrelle.
Weighing in at 4.2g feeding really
well.
2nd July - the first Noctule.
Unfortunately, she had to be
euthanized as she had a broken
wing. Took her to the vets, as I had
only just been trained to euthanize a
few weeks ago on a pip and this was
a much bigger bat. Acorn vets in
Bedford were marvellous. With a
gathering of three nurses – they had
not seen a live bat before let alone a
Noctule - and one vet, she was
examined and the vet agreed she had
to be put down.
3rd July - the second pup “Squeaky”
weighing in at 3.5g, rife with mites,
but very vocal(hence his name).
(Again too young to identify species)
I put him and Tiddles together with a
puppet bat and all three of them
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came to work daily. After a week or
so both pups was losing fur. After
advice they were treated with
starflower oil (thank you Geraldine)
and milk changed from goats to
puppy milk powder supplied by the
vet.

2 pups and a puppet

Hugs in the morning

Squeaky
4th July - male juvenile Pipistrelle
weighing in at 2.5g. Barely eating or
drinking. Deceased 12/07/14
7th July - released female common

Pipistrelle. Homeowners delighted
we could bring her back for release.
11th July - the second Noctule Sharn
(found at Sharnbrook” juvenile
female weighing in at 10g. This little
lady likes her food and is a very
noisy eater. Didn’t take her long to
gain weight!!
13th July - juvenile soprano
Pipistrelle. .“Noel”
weighing in at a more
healthy weight of 5.4g, but
not used to flying.
20th July – Squeaky
confirmed as a soprano
Pipistrelle. Tiddles still not
sure, as she has very dark
wings and body. Thoughts
are moving towards
common Pipistrelle.
21st July - Tiddles and Squeaky
feeding well, mealworm guts
in the evening and milk two
times during the day at work.
Noel feeding very well on half
mealworms once a day
in the evening.
27th July – flying practice.
Noel made 2 attempts at
flying – needs to work on his
echolocation. Tiddles,
Squeaky and Sharn not
interested in flying at all !
3rd August - adult common
Pipistrelle . “Oxley” weighing in at
4.2g feeding well. 2nd
attempt at flying for the
others. Noel’s stamina is
picking up, shame about
his echolocation.
Squeaky made a couple
of attempts at flying.
Tiddles and Sharn both
still not interested.
10th August – need to fly
the bats more. Noel
crash lands after two
mins, echolocation poor.
Squeaky flight and
echolocation good, Tiddles
echolocation good, flight not so.
Sharn still not interested.
15th August - Oxley is released by Kel
and Hedj. He did not hang about !!!
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calls, taken 11 bats into care and
euthanized 7, but I cannot take all the
credit for the success of bat care this

22nd September - Sharn left the bat
box, after eating all the mealworms. ..
19th August - female common
Pipistrelle. .Willow” weighing in at
4.4g been caught by a cat. Some
slight wing damage, but nothing too
obvious. After a week there was a
swelling on her elbow and upon
further investigation she had been
gnawing at the injury – euthanized
25th August
Sharn - Photo credit Colin Edwards
25th August - male common
Pipistrelle . Arthur” feeds well and
flying. Released by Aidan 29th
August to the delight of the children
who found the bat.
30th August - Sharn taken to Ilford to
the flight cage owned by Essex bat
group. Made two reluctant attempts
at flying. Her rations were cut to
make her keen.
31st August - Tiddles needs to go on
a diet, she does not like to fly, being
rationed to get her weight down and
flight ready. Squeaky is off, flying
well for several minutes then crash
landing.
10th September - Sharn taken to
Norfolk to a bigger flight cage
stamina building up.
21st September - Sharn bought back
and placed in a bat box on a willow
tree at Felmersham Gravel Pits after
gaining permission from the warden.
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-of course!!
23rd September - adult male Soprano
pip, believed to be caught by a cat,
no obvious signs of damage,
although may have been exhausted
from servicing the females in the
area. Not interested in eating at first,
but soon got the hang of things.
Flight somewhat laboured and tires
after a couple of minutes.
12th October - Tiddles and Squeaky
are not flying as they should be
(need a bigger lounge), adult male
S.pip (still unnamed) reluctant too,
seriously considering hibernating
them.
Tiddles
In just over 3 months we had over 30

year.
I had a massive amount of help from
the following: - Dick & Geraldine,
Aidan, Kel & Hedj, Danny, Ange,
Viv, Colin, Essex Bat Group, Rhona
McLaughlin, Bob, Simon and Martin.
Not forgetting Bill who has taken the
3 remaining bats to overwinter. As
we go to press two are hibernating
and one is still eating its bodyweight
in mealworms.
2nd October – Bill Champkin
collects all three to hibernate
them.

Hibernation homes -Photo credit Bill
Champkin
Soggy’s article doesn’t contain every
one’s bat care records as Simon’s central
database has been off line for some
months, so apologise to those whose bats
didn’t get mentioned here
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Soggy has Future
Plans

If you would like to help in 2015 we
need volunteers to collect bats from
members of the public. I will take
the calls from BCT or the public and
allocate someone who is in the same
area to collect the bat and you will be
able to release the bat in the same
location once it has been checked and
rehabilitated. You do need have had
your rabies vaccinations (which is free
for bat workers Soggy will tell you how
to go about this), be familiar with
basic bat ID, and be able to how to
recognise a roost and compassion for
those who do not have the
fascination or understanding about
bats as we do.
We will be running a training and
awareness day at the end of March
2015 for those who wish to give us a
hand next year. If you would like

Malaysian scientists
develop laser detection of
bats

Population surveys and species
recognition for roosting bats are
either based on capture, sight or
optical-mechanical count methods.
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more information
please call me
07870 747038. , or
email her at
Irenesabiniarz@g
mail.com

Just when the bat
care season
seemed over
another bat was
found. This time a
barbastelle This is
the first time we
have ever had a
barbastelle in
care.It was looked
after Dick and
Geraldine.It had a
heavy infestation
of mites but
gained enough
weight to be
released a few days later by Angie
Cornwell. (The priority at this time of
year was to get her released so she
could get into hibernation)
Both this and a Noctule have been
found clinging to a wall a Manshead
school and we hope to explore the
small patches of woodland nearby to
see if we can see if there is a colony
However, these methods are
intrusive, are tedious and, at best,
provide only statistical estimations.
Here, we demonstrated the
successful use of a
terrestrial Light
Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) laser scanner
for remotely identifying
and determining the
exact population of
roosting bats in caves.
LIDAR accurately
captured the 3D features
of the roosting bats and
their spatial distribution patterns in
minimal light. The high-resolution
model of the cave enabled an exact
count of the visibly differentiated
Hipposideros larvatus and their

there. This is quite complicated as we
do not know who owns the pieces of
woodland yet.

Photo by Bob Cornes, note the mite n her
ear. She looks a bit bedraggled as she had
had a close encounter with her water
container

roosting pattern within the 3D
topology of the cave. We anticipate
that the development of LIDAR will
open up new research possibilities by
allowing researchers to study
roosting behaviour within the
topographical context of a cave's
internal surface, thus facilitating
rigorous quantitative
characterizations of cave roosting
behaviour.

http://www.nature.com/srep/2012/12
0723/srep00524/full/srep00524.html
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